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Abstract 
Given a small exact category A with finite colimits, we prove that the category Lex(R ) of 
left exact presheaves on A is exact precisely when in X, the equivalence relation generated by 
a reflexive symmetric relation R is a finite iterate of R. This is in particular the case when 6 
is Noetherian, that is, every ascending chain of subobjects is stationary. When this condition is 
satisfied and moreover C: is a pretopos, Lex(6) becomes a topos. Various examples are given. 
distinguishing the possible bituationa. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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By a left exact presheaf on a small category 8 with finite colimits, we mean as usual 
a contravariant functor from A to the category Set of sets, which transforms finite 
colimits in finite limits; we write Lex(8) for the category of these exact presheaves 
and natural transformations between them. Those categories Lex(B) are exactly the 
locally finitely presentable categories (see [14]). Let us recall (see [5]) that the Yoneda 
cmbcdding 
Y:Z+ Lex( c4’ ); E H A(-,E) 
preserves finite colimits as well as all limits which exist in 8. Moreover in Lex(8 ), 
filtered colimits and finite limits are pointwise and commute. Finally, every left exact 
presheaf is canonically a filtered colimit of representable ones. 
In [2, 121, Barr, Day and Street show that many prop&es of (or structures on) 
d carry over to Lex(R ), while the Yoneda embedding preserves the corresponding 
property (or structure). This is the case for R being regular, coregular, additive, abelian, 
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Cartesian closed, symmetric monoidal closed, and so on. In the present paper, we 
investigate the case of R being a topos ’ or, more generally, a pretopos. 
Given a small pretopos 6 with coequalizers, WC prove that Lex(A) is a topos pre- 
cisely when in A, the equivalence relation R generated by a reflexive symmetric relation 
R is obtained by “bounded chains” of pairs in R, that is, when the increasing sequence 
of iterated relations 
RCRORCRORORCRORORORC _ 
is stationary, yielding R= R” for some integer IT. Moreover, the Yoneda embedding 
of R in Lex(R) is a logical morphism of toposes precisely when in R, all ascending 
chains of subobjects are stationary. 
In Section 2, we produce various examples of small toposes A exhibiting the possible 
situations: Lex(X’) is a topos or not, the Yoneda embedding is logical or not. 
Finally, in the last section, we consider the property of effectiveness of unions and 
show how it transfers from 8 to Lex( A). In the cast of a pretopos A, this implies that 
the dual of Lex(&) is an exact Maltsev category, monadic over Set. 
1. Toposes of left exact presheaves 
For clarity, we recall various results which can be found in [2, 121 or [6]. 
Proof. The only point which does not appear explicitly in [2, 121 or [6] is the regularity 
of epimorphisms, but this is an immediate consequence of the regularity of Lex(8) 
and the regularity of monomorphisms. 0 
Let us also emphasize the following easy but useful fact. 
Proof. Left exact presheaves are stable under filtered colimits among arbitrary 
presheaves, thus (2) implies (1). 
Conversely, write .‘/’ as a filtered colimit .Y’= colimA(-, E,) of representable func- 
tors. By the Yoneda lemma the composites 
n(-,E,) 2 .v ;r,&(-,E) 
are represented by morphisms ,f; : E, - E. Considering the image factorization ,f; =s, o 
11, in 6, we get a corresponding image factorization in Lex(6) because the Yoneda 
embedding preserves finite limits and finite colimits. This yields the diagrams 
where 6( -.S,) C: .‘/ by property of images. Since the e, constitute a colimit cone 
and the A( -, I?,) are epimorphic, the .y: constitute themselves a colimit cone and 
.‘/‘= U,E,R(-‘S,). 0 
This yields the following result: 
RCRORCRORORCRORORORC 
Proof. To prove (1) + (2), consider a reflexive symmetric relation R on A in 6; take 
the quotient Q of A with respect to R and the corresponding kernel pair P. Those 
properties are preserved by the Yoneda embedding in Lex(A) (see [S]), where we 
consider the corresponding diagram. 
8(-. R) : &(-, A) i 8&Q) 
The filtered union UntbJ 6(-,Rf7) is the equivalence relation generated by (4’(-,R) in 
Lex(G); since Lex(G) is exact, we get J(-,P)= UllEN8(-,R”). Since 8(-,P) is 
finitely presentable, there exists II E N such that 6(-,P)= R(-,R”) and thus P= R”. 
Moreover if R is an equivalence relation, we get R” =R, thus P=R, and 8 is exact. 
To prove (2) + (I ), consider first an equivalence relation R in Lex(A) on a rep- 
resentable object 8(-,A). By Lemma 1.2, R= Uit, C(‘(-,Ri), where R, H A x A is 
in (4’ and the union is filtered. For every index it I, the equivalence relation R, in 6’, 
generated by R,, is obtained first by union with the diagonal and the relation symmetric 
to Rj, and next by a finite iterate process. All these constructions are preserved by the 
Yoneda embedding in Lex(C), proving that R = lJ,E, 6 (-,R,), where each R, is now 
an equivalence relation on A and the union is still filtered. The following diagrams are 
exact sequences both in A and Lex(6 ): 
Since finite limits commute in Lex( 6 ) with filtered colimits, taking the filtered colimit 
on i E I proves that R = lJ,E, r4’( -, R,) is a kernel pair. 
Now let R be an equivalence relation on an arbitrary object F E Lex(6). Write F 
as a filtered colimit F = colim R( -..4,) of representable functors and pull back R over 
each 6(-,A;), yielding an equivalence relation R, k &(-,A;). By the previous part of 
the proof, each R, is effective, yielding an exact sequence 
R;=i A(-,A;)-+Q,. 
By universality of filtered colimits in Lex(6 ), computing the colimit on i E I yields 
another exact sequence 
R =: F -----H colim Q, 
proving that R is effective. 0 
Now we focus our attention on the case of toposes. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Proof. ( I ) =S (2) follows by the Giraud theorem and Proposition I. 1. 
(2) + (3). If Lex(G ) is a topos, by Giraud theorem, Lex(R ) is the topos of sheaves 
on A with respect to the topology k given by all families that are (regular) epimorphic 
in Lex( 6 ). We show that Sh/;(6) = Shf(&), where j is the topology of finite epimor- 
phic covers in 8. Clearly, Lex(A)=Shk(fi)c Sh;(fi), since the Yoneda embedding 
preserves finite colimits. Moreover filtered colimits are computed pointwise, both in 
Lex(X) and in Sh,(R). 
Conversely, let F E Sh,(G). Consider a k-cover (,f; : Cj + C)jE, of C E A and a com- 
patible family (x, : 6(-, C,) + F),E,; we must find a unique extension 6( -, C) + F. 
By definition of a regular epimorphic family, C is the colimit in Lex(R) of the 
following diagram: 
G(-, c,, 
In Lex(b), we can write this colimit R(-,C) as the filtered colimit of its finite sub- 
colimits. Since F is a ,j-sheaf, we get an extension of the family (x,),~, to each finite 
subcolimit. Since the inclusion Lex(4) C Sh,(6) preserves filtered colimits, this yields 
the required extension 6’-. C) - F. 
The implications (3) 3 (4) and (4) 3 (1) follow by Theorem 1.3. 0 
At this point it is useful to mention that our Theorem 1.4 is closely related to 
Exercises 1.28.b and 3.1 l.e in [15], which provide another approach of locally finitely 
presentable toposes. 
The following description of sheaves for the topology of finite epimorphic covers is 
“part of the folklore” and was brought to our attention by P.T. Johnstone. 
Proof. Let FE Sh,(8), with ,j the topology of finite epimorphic covers. One verifies 
easily that F preserves finite sums because these are disjoint in K, and coequalizers of 
equivalence relations because these are effective in (4’. 
Conversely, if F preserves finite sums and coequalizers of equivalence relations, to 
prove F E Shj(A ), it sutfices to observe that every /cover (.f; : C; + C),t, induces a 
canonical exact sequence in 8: 
(Ip) xc‘(IJcl) =: Ipc. I7 
Applying Lemma 1.5, we can now prove the following result (see also [6]). 
Proposition 1.6. If’ (4’ he II SIIINII pwtopos Il’itll I,oc,lluali_r~s, thm Lex( (4’ ) is (rryulur) 
cyirclflrctice in S h,( B ). 
Proof. We have Lex(J) C Sh,(n) by Lemma 1.5. Moreover, Lex(G) is reflective 
in Shi(&), since it is reflective in the corresponding presheaf category. To show that 
Lex(G) is (regular) epireflective in Sh,(K), it sufhces to check that for any m : S ++ F, 
with F E Lex(8) and S E Sh,(J ). we get S E Lex( 8). i.e., S preserves coequalizers (see 
Lemma I .5). 
Let 
be a coequalizer in cc’. Consider the corresponding coequalizer in Lex(X) and two 
morphisms x,4, ~8, with XL( o J( -, II) = 2.r = ~8 o 8( -, u). 
t”(-, 
Since F t Lex(fi), there exists < with < o X(--,(I) = nz o Q. It follows easily from 
Lemma 1.5 that B(-,y) is a (regular) epimorphism in Shi(A). hence we get an 
extension rr with q o G( -,q) = x~. El 
Proof. The Lawvere-Tierney topology corresponding with ,j associates, to a subobject 
S H fi(-, C). its ,j-closure. By Lemma 1.5, the representables are sheaves, thus the 
,j-closure of S is the smallest subsheaf of 8(-. C) containing S. By Proposition 1.6, 
this is equivalently the left exact closure of S in 8( -, C). 0 
The topology of left exact closure, as in Corollary 1.7, has been widely studied 
in [6]. 
Now, as in [7], write 
for every C E 6. When E is a pretopos, it follows at once from Proposition I .6 that 
Q ~~~ = R,, the subobject classifier of the topos Sh,(&). Hence we get the following 
result: 
( I ) Lex( R ) is u topos; 
(2) QL,, E Lex(d); 
(3 ) !G& prescwes coequuli-_etx 
Proof. (I ) =+ (2) follows from I .4. while (2) + (3) is trivial. Assuming (3), from 
Lemma I5 and the relation &x = R,, we get RL,, E Lex(R ). Thus Lex(8) has a 
subobject classifier and is a topos. 0 
The following proposition emphasizes a special case of interest. 
Proof. Conditions ( I )-(3) are trivially equivalent. 
Now assume (3) and choose an increasing sequence S,, C E of subobjects in cc’. The 
(filtered) union .Y = U,,tpJ 6(-.S,) of the corresponding subobjects 8(-,5’,)cfi(-,E) 
exists in Lex(B) and is representable by assumption. Since representable functors 
are finitely presentable, the identity on Y factors through some r4’(-,S,,), yielding 
.V= 8(-.$,). Thus the sequence (5’,1),,Ep~ is stationary at some level 1y1. 
Conversely, assume condition (4) and by Lemma 1.2 write a left exact sub- 
object .v’ ++ 8(-, E) as a filtered union .‘/ = UIE, n( -, 5’;) of representable subobjects. 
Every increasing sequence of elements in the filtered family (Si),t, is stationary by 
assumption, thus the filtered family is itself stationary at some level S;, proving that 
Y=R(-,S,). 0 
It follows from 3. I1 .e in [ 151 that a prctopos E satisfies the conditions of our 
Proposition I .9 precisely when Lex(6 ) is a Noetherian topos. 
2. Some examples 
This section is devoted to giving some examples distinguishing between the situations 
described in Theorem 1.4 and Proposition I .9. 
Example 2.1. When (4’ is a non-trivial small topos with natural number object N, the 
category Lex(8) is not a topos. 
In csi there exists a strictly increasing infinite chain of subobjects of N, namely, 
the sequence of finite cardinals [n] for all ordinary integers n E N. Therefore we are 
certainly not in the conditions of Proposition I .9. 
Proving that we are not in the conditions of Theorem 1.4 is slightly more subtle. 
We consider the coequalizer diagram in 6 
where s is the successor morphism (see [ 161). We define a left exact subobject .Cf C 
R(-,N) as the filtered union .‘/‘== lJ,,tl;, 6(-,[n]). where II runs again through the 
ordinary integers. The inverse image .s -‘(.Y) is .‘/ itself, since a morphism ,f‘:X ---j N 
factors through [n] if and only if .s o ,f‘ factors through [M + I]. 
Assume that C& is left exact; we must reach a contradiction. Left exactness of 
C&, would imply the existence of a subobject Y? C 8(-, I ) such that t-‘(.X) = .‘C. 
Since A(N, 1) is a singleton, .9(N) would be empty or a singleton. But 
.I(N)=fl + Y(N)=@, 
d(N)={*} =+ .Y’(N)=6(N,N). 
Both cases are excluded since each composite 
is in Y(N), but the identity on N is not (this would mean NC [n] for some n, which 
contradicts n + 1 @ [n]). 
The previous example refers to small toposes with a natural number object. Such 
toposes exist (see [13]), but their construction requires some heavy arithmetic on car- 
dinals. Therefore it can be useful to give an entirely elementary example. 
Example 2.2. If X is a small topos equivalent to a denumerable power of the topos 
of finite sets, the category Lex(b) is not a topos. 
An object of f: is a sequence (E,,),,,P~ of finite sets, where N is the ordinary set of 
integers. The terminal object is the constant sequence (1 ),,E~, which admits a strictly 
increasing infinite sequence of subobjects (S(‘))ith, namely 
s(i) = 
i 
{*} ifn<i, 
II 
0 if n>i. 
So the conditions of Proposition 1.9 are certainly not satisfied. 
Proving that the conditions of Theorem 1.4 are not fullfilled either is analogous to 
the proof in Example 2.1. We consider this time the object 
M = (M,,),,,v, /V,I={o,1,2 )..., II} 
and the coequalizer diagram 
&I&L, 
where s is given, in each component, by the cyclic isomorphism 
s,, .M, -MM,,, s,!(i) E i + I modulo t? + 1. 
Trivially, the coequalizer of s and the identity on M,l is the terminal object. 
As left exact subobject .Y C (4’( -, M), we choose this time the filtered union of all 
the subobjects CT-,S)c&(-.M), where S C M is “finite” in the sense that 
3kEN V’nEN #&jk, 
where # denotes the cardinality. 
Since each s,, is bijective, it follows at once that a morphism .f‘ :A’ + M in d factors 
through some “finite” S c M if and only if sof’ does. Therefore s-‘(.CY) = Y. So if we 
assume that RL,,~ is left exact, we get a subobject .X C 6( -, 1) such that c-‘(-?A) = .c/‘. 
Again since X(M, I ) is the singleton, d(M) is empty or a singleton. But 
.X(M)=0 =+ Y(M)=0, 
.&R(M) = {*} + Y’(M) = R(M, M) 
and both cases are excluded, since each composite 
M-IAM 
is in .‘f(M) while the identity on M is not. 
Example 2.3. Let 6 be a small topos equivalent to the topos of “bounded” sequences 
of finites sets. That is, R‘ is the full subtopos of the topos Set’ whose objects are 
those sequences (E,,),Ick with the property 
where # indicates the cardinality. In this case, Lex(8) is a topos but the Yoneda 
embedding Y : A - Lex(6) is not logical. 
The topos structure on Set” is defined componentwise and restricts obviously to 6; 
thus X is indeed a topos. 
The observation at the beginning of Example 2.2 applies here to indicate that we 
are not in the conditions of Proposition I .9. 
To prove that the last condition in Theorem 1.4 is fullfilled, consider first a finite set 
E and a reflexive symmetric relation R on E. A pair (a, h) E E x E is in the equivalence 
relation generated by R when there exists a finite chain of elements of E 
with each pair (Si,.X,+I ) in R. Since R is reflexive. there is no restriction in assuming 
that the various x, are all distinct. But this implies that the equivalence of u and h 
can be attested by a chain of length at most #E. Therefore the equivalence relation 
generated by R is just RaaF. 
Now given an object E = (~5,,),~~.~4 of 6 and a reflexive symmetric relation R = 
(Rn ),ztpd on E, choose an integer /\ bigger than every #I?,,. We have just proved that 
each Rh is the equivalence relation on E,, generated by R,,, thus R” is the equivalence 
relation on E generated by R. 
To complete the list of examples. it remains to point out a case where the conditions 
of Proposition 1.9 are satisfied, but this is obvious. 
Example 2.4. When X is a small topos, equivalent to the topos of finite sets, Lex(X) 
is a topos and the Yoneda embeddin g Y : 6 + Lex( 6) is a logical morphism of toposes. 
Of course, in R, every ascending chain of subobjects is stationary. On the other 
hand, it is well known that Lex(A ) is the topos of sets and the Yoneda embedding, 
the embedding of finite sets in it. 
3. Additional transfer properties 
This section is essentially devoted to the proof that when G is a small pretopos, 
the category Lex(6) always shares two additional properties with 6, namely: unions 
are effective (see [3]) and the dual category is exact Maltsev (see ES]). Moreover the 
dual of Lex(G) will also be monadic over Set, as it is the case for the dual of every 
Grothendieck topos. 
Proof. Coregularity follows from Proposition 1 .l. To prove the effectiveness of unions, 
consider the following diagram in Lex(b): 
where I’ and s are regular monomorphisms, U is their pullback and T is the pushout 
of Y’, s’. We must prove that t is a regular monomorphism. 
By the uniformity lemma of [2] or [l I], we can write the pullback U as a filtered 
colimit of representable pullback diagrams in 6 (outer part of the following diagram). 
b, I 
s 
Since R is coregular, we can factor s, and r; as epimorphisms followed by regular 
monomorphisms; let I, and J, be the corresponding images and C, = 1, nJ,, their inter- 
section; write u, : U, - C, for the induced factorization. Using the naturality of images, 
compute now the filtered colimit of the family of previous diagrams, which yields the 
original intersection of I’ and s. Since .Y and F are regular monomorphisms, the colimits 
of hi and u: are both regular monomorphisms and epimorphisms, thus isomorphisms. 
Since filtered colimits commute with pullbacks, we get in fact U % colim C,. 
Using the effectiveness of unions in 6 and the naturality of images yields a filtered 
family of diagrams in L 
t” 
where the squares are pushouts and the t, are regular monomorphisms. Computing the 
corresponding filtered colimit yields the first diagram in the proof. Therefore t is a 
regular monomorphism, as a liltcred colimit of the regular monomorphisms t,. D 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.7 in [Xl, where it is proved that J* is exact 
Maltsev if and only if 6 is corcgular, with effective unions. 0 
Corollary 3.3. [j’ G i.s 0 s~~itrll pwtopos bl.itli c~ocJrllirrli-c~l.s, th the diul of’ Lex(A ) is 
Llll c~suc~t, MLiItSPl‘ L’U tcyorj~. 
Proof. Every pretopos has effective unions (SW [IO]). 0 
Observe now that in Corollary 3.3, the dual of Lex(b) is in fact arithmetical, i.e., 
the lattices of equivalence relations are both permutable and distributive. This is a 
consequence of the fact that Lex(J ) and Sh,(J) have the same lattices of subobjects 
(see [S] and Proposition 1.6). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.3, to show that the dual of Lex(A) is monadic over Set, it 
remains to prove that it has a projective generator (see [5, Vol. II, Theorem 4.4.51). 
By [3] and Proposition 3. I, Lex(A) has injectives envelopes. We shall use this to 
construct an injective cogenerator in Lex(b). 
Consider all the quotients Qk in Lex(6) of all the representable functors; since 
Lex(6) is co-well-powered (see [ l4]), there is only a set of them. Consider the co- 
product Q = u Q- I in Lex(R ) of all these quotients, and choose < : Q ++ I for an injec- 
tive envelope. We shall prove that I is a cogenerator in Lex(6). 
Consider x,/j : A 3 B in Lex(8). with x # p. Since the representables constitute a 
family of generators, there exist C E d and .I/ : X( -, C) + A with x o .L/ # /I o y. Consider 
then the map (xo~,/~o(/):6(~,CLIC) + B and its (regular) epi-mono factorization 
(q,n?) in Lex(R); its image J is one of the quotients Qa involved in constructing Q. 
By injectivity of I, consider h : B + I which makes the following diagram commutative: 
From x o (I# /j o y and m monomorphism, we deduce q o .YI # q o .Q, where .~I and .sz 
are the canonical morphisms of the coproduct. Therefore, since < and (TA are monomor- 
phisms, 
from which /I o x #h o /j. 0 
The previous result should be put in parallel with Theorem 3.5 in [4] 
Proof. By [Xl, a Grothendieck topos is coexact. By [5, Vol. I, Proposition 4.7.21, it 
has an injective cogenerator. The result follows then at once from Theorem 4.4.5, in 
Vol. II of [5]. 0 
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